
Evaluation and steps forward 
on the Central Electoral 
System for the UC



A new system to guarantee broader participation

● The system was proposed by the Student 
Members of the UC 2018-2019 to 
guarantee a better participation and 
representation
○ At that time, the UC had a faculty based 

electoral system also for the students - as 
it is currently in place for employees. This 
system was designed to guarantee that all 
the “constituencies” inside the university 
have a representation

● However, some Faculties didn’t always get 
candidates or elections: some of the 
members were appointed because they 
had no competition 

● In order to foster larger participation and 
that representatives to the UC were 
actually elected as opposed to appointed 
(moral imperative)

● The new system was accepted by the UC 
student members and set as a pilot of two 
years, to see if more people were involved 
in elections and schools were better 
represented



Context - 

The Candidacies



Single candidate - parties - hybrid

● EUR is unique in front of other universities in the NL as that we don’t have a 
party system for the UC elections
○ It was there until 2001, but then was changed since the whole system was redeveloped

● During the UC elections of 2020, some members asked to be identified as part 
of a party but this was denied by the Central Electoral Office

● The recently elected members have also shared their struggles with 
campaigning in the current conditions

● This workgroup would like to propose evaluating the possibility of opening our 
electoral system (central or faculty based) to parties and or a hybrid system



Two options

A system with only 
single candidacies 

(current)

A hybrid with 
independent 

candidacies and 
candidacies 

recognized as part 
of a party



To take into account

● In a hybrid, students are able to present 
themselves as individuals or as part of 
student parties

● In any case, the students should identify 
their candidacies either as party based or 
independent, making also very 
predominant their faculty to attract all 
populations

● The student parties would have to organize 
themselves and can pool the resources of 
the individual candidates

● PROS & CONS

● Continuity (legacy building, vertical transfer)
● Visibility (better campaigning, outreach) 
● Accountability
● Representativeness (vs indiv. candidates)

● Disadvantage for individual candidates
○ System needs to be fair for everybody 

● Lack of diversity
○ Depends on way party recruits its members

● Representativeness 
○ Some faculties better represented than others



Decision Making

Individual / Hybrid



Shall elections allow 
for only individual 
candidacies or be a 
hybrid open to 
parties? 



Context - 

The Electoral System / 
Constituencies



Evaluation of the Pilot

● The evaluation is mixed: mostly because 
the indicators for success were not clear at 
the beginning of the pilot
○ There were more candidates, but not all the 

Faculties are represented
■ Smaller faculties could fall short in 

votes in front of the bigger ones

● Two years is also a short time to evaluate a 
pilot
○ Specially in a situation like COVID19 where 

everything changed and people needed 
other points of connection

From the results in the last years, we can 
assume that participation (both in nominations 
and in elections) is more strongly tied to 
communication and external event than to the 
Electoral System itself

With the starting point that maybe two years is 
a short period for evaluation of the central 
electoral system, a majority in the working 
group suggest that such evaluation period is 
extended 



Decision Making

Central / Faculty Based



Shall we extend the 
pilot of the system 
central or go back to 
a Faculty based 
system? 



Other considerations / possible modifications

● Extend the period to two years by reappointment in case of interest
● Consider and discuss constitution and financing of the parties

○ A fair election needs to be safeguarded; parties should not have advantages over individual 
candidates due to, for instance, better financing opportunities

○ A special point of attention should be the affiliation with and support by Dutch national parties
(Jasper mentioned an instance where a political party donated to a student party)

● Open / close lists in the parties (in combination with single candidates) - 
Maastricht Model?


